Product at a Glance

wwSafe™ in the Cloud is a secure cloud storage service for enterprises to securely protect access and share encrypted critical enterprise documents between internal and external users. At a time when enterprises are seeking to leverage cloud infrastructure services, wwSafe in the Cloud is built on the patented WWPass technology that delivers:

- **Security** – Protect access to critical files with patented WWPass Two-Factor Authentication.
- **Storage** – All data stored in wwSafe in the Cloud is encrypted, fragmented and dispersed across multiple data centers.
- **Privacy** – A “Zero Knowledge” policy is enforced which means all users and data are anonymous to WWPass.

At the core of wwSafe in the Cloud is the Management Utility (MU) for centrally managing the user, and storage quotas with the WWPass infrastructure, and back-end storage services. WWPass authentication is used to access the administration facility and to encrypt/decrypt all stored information. The wwSafe client application presents the users with a traditional folder structure consisting of:

- **Cabinet** - A cabinet is the main entity of wwSafe storage management and can be depicted as a virtual drive available to the user.
- **Folder** - A wwSafe folder can contain two types of objects; additional folders and files which can be shared between internal and external users.
- **File** - wwSafe service encrypts, fragments, and globally disperses the file and folder meta-data in the WWPass Distributed Data System and backed storage system.

Product Requirements

**Supported Operating Systems wwSafe Client v2.0**
- Microsoft Windows 7 and 8.1
- Mac OS X 10.8 and later
- Ubuntu 14.04 LTS (Trusty Tahr) and Ubuntu 12.04 LTS (Precise Pangolin)

**Supported Browsers for wwSafe Management Utility**
- Internet Explorer 9 and above
- Chrome 20 and above
- Mozilla Firefox 14 and above
- Safari 6 and above

**WWPass Security Pack v3.0 or above**

About WWPass

WWPass is a technology leader in cloud-based authentication and storage services providing convenient and secure access to applications, networks, web sites, and web portals. Our patented two-factor authentication solution helps organizations meet regulatory compliance requirements while reducing their operational costs and capital investments.
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